
Hi Chief Amthor, 
 
First, thank you so much for your service to our community and giving us your attention when you are so busy 
already.  
 
We keep you and our Montgomery police in our prayers frequently.  
 
As a follow up to our conversation the other day, I have put my concerns in writing as you have requested 
below.  
 
The last two and a half months have been a very trying time for everyone from government leaders to 
business owners to labors. Churches have been hit hard along with everyone else also, but not just in an 
economic way. We have been limited in our ability to minister to people’s mental, social and spiritual needs. 
While it is true that this pandemic affects peoples physical health it is also true that it has had an impact on 
their mental and spiritual wellbeing as well.  
 
There are a lot of people with feelings of frustration and anger over this situation. Many times they voice 
those frustrations to their pastor or spiritual leader and come to us seeking answers. The old adage is true 
that, “Hurting people, hurt people”.  This is true emotionally and sadly, sometimes physically.  
 
My church, along with many others, have been live streaming services for the last 9 weeks in order to try to 
connect with people and give them hope. We have utilized Facebook live, YouTube and Zoom to accomplish 
this goal. Over and over again I have been asked when our reopening date will be. People have a strong need 
to be together that online broadcasts are no substitute for.  
 
One of our top priorities is the safety and health of our people. It has come to my attention that our Governor 
has opened all of the drive-in theaters in the state as long as they follow certain guidelines of social distancing. 
I believe having “drive-in” services where people stay in their cars in the church parking lot and follow the 
same guidelines for drive-in theaters would greatly aid our church in safely “gathering” and feeling more 
connected to each other. 
 
The desire and intent of this letter is to plead with our officials to let us help our communities by recognizing 
the essential nature of churches and church leaders contributions. We are willing to start with drive-in services 
right now.  In phase 2 of the governors plan we believe that we could open safely at 25% building capacity, 
maintain social distancing, properly sanitize before and after each service, scan peoples temperatures with 
contactless thermometers, direct one-way foot traffic and follow any other guidelines laid out by the CDC. 
 
Again, thank you for your time, years of service to our community and for seeing the value that community-
minded, faith-based organizations have.  
 
God bless you! 
 
Pastor Jeff Vinci 
Senior Pastor 
Faith Baptist Church 
www.faithnewyork.com 
c. 610-577-5819 


